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PREAMBLE
'The Board of Education of Hampton Bays Union Free School District, Town of Southampton,
County of Suffolk, and the Hampton Bays Teachers' Association realize that we have an overriding
mutuality of interest in our desire to achieve the finest possible education for the children of Hampton
Bays. We agree that this interest is best forwarded in an atmosphere of harmonious and cooperative
relationships between the Board and the Association. It is toward this end with mutual respect for the
rights and responsibilities of each other that the Board and the Association enter into the following
agreement.
ARTICLE I
DEFINITIONS
1. Board - Board of Education, Hampton Bays Union Free School District, Town of Southampton,
Hampton Bays, Suffolk County, New York.
2. Association - Hampton Bays Teachers' Association.
3. Teacher - All certified classroom teachers, chapter teachers, special teachers (including
guidanc'~counselors,psychologists, librarians, and social workers), substitute teachers and replacement
teachers employed by the district. The term "staff' refers to the word "teacher" as stated above.
ARTICLE II
GENERAL
Notwithstanding references herein to the Board or the Association, each reserves the right to
negotiab! by a committee of its members. Nothing herein contained. shall be construed to preclude the
attendance of legal counsel for either party. Competent lay and/ or professional people may be invited
to attend and participate in deliberations.
The provisions of this agreement are contractual on both parties for the terms of agreement
unless modifications and amendments are mutually agreed upon. Any previous adopted policy, rule or
regulation. of Board which is in conflict with a provision of this agreement is superseded and replaced
by this agreement. Nothing in this agreement which changes Board policy, rules or regulations shall
operate retroactively unless expressly so stated. .
ARTICLE III
RECOGNITION
1. The Board recognizes the Hampton Bays Teachers' Association as the exclusive representative
for all teachers in the Hampton Bays Union Free School District for the purpose of negotiating
collectiv4!lyand in the determination of and administration of grievances arising under their terms and
conditions oi empioyment. This recognition snail terminate june 30, 2000,
2. The Hampton Bays Teachers' Association affirms that it shall not assert the right to strike
against any government, to assist or participate in any such strike.
ARTICLE IV
BOARD POLICIES
1. The Board and the Association agree that all Board policies now in effect concerning the terms
and conditions of teacher employment as set forth in the Board's written policy book and herein
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contained shall remain in effect unless amended, modified, deleted, or superseded pursuant to the terms
of this agreement. Board policies not amended, modified, etc. by terms of this agreement shall remain
subject to Board jurisdiction.
2. The Association shall receive copies of any new written policies affecting terms and conditions
of employment of the persons in the unit adopted by the Board within ten (10) days from date of such
adoption. The Association shall receive copies of such written administrative procedures implementing
Board policy within three (3) school days of the date of their promulgation
ARTICLE V
TEACHING CONDITIONS
A. TEACHING HOUR AND TEACHING LOAD
1. Secondary Teachers working day will consist of up to a 10 minute homeroom, five
teaching periods, one duty period, one professional preparation period and one duty free lunch period of
not less than 40 minutes. Teachers accept their responsibilities to provide tutorial assistance for pupils
after the regular school day. Under unusual conditions, a sixth teaching period may be assigned in
place of the duty period after consultation with the Teachers'Association, but no sixth period will be
given D'\ore than two years in a row to any teacher in the academic areas. In the event of four (4)
teaching or duty periods in succession, a teacher will be afforded a 10 minute break during the duty, if
desired. It is recognized that deviation from recommen?ed policy may ensue for the following reason:
Multiple instructional techniques - seminar or larger group instruction, team teaching, experimental
classes.
2. Kindergarten, Elementary and Special Class teachers day will have an uninterrupted
duty free lunch period of not less than 40 minutes and at least 30 minutes for professional preparation.
This preparation period shall not be before or after the students enter and leave the building for
teachers; who are assigned to homeroom duties but may be within any period of the working day for
teachers who do not have homeroom assignments. The professional preparation period may be
simultaneous with special instructional periods. Teachers accept their responsibilities to provide
tutorial assistance for pupils beyond the regular school day.
3. Special teachers in the elementary school shall have one five':'minute break in the
afternoon, scheduled between classes.
4. On the last morning of school, students will be dismissed as soon as report cards are
issued. On the two preceding days, students will be dismissed at noon. Thereafter, the remainder of
both days shall be utilized for year-end work, unless instruction time is changed by State Law.
5. Elementary classroom teachers will not be assigned playground or lunchroom duty.
6. Guidance Counselors will be entitled to an uninterrupted lunch period of at least 40
minutes. rhe Lounseiors work year wiH begIn on September 1st and wiil end on june 30th. Counsdors
shall b4~paid 1/200th of their annual salary for each additional working day beyond the classroom
teacher. At the instruction of the school administrator, guidance counselors will be expected to stay up
to one hour beyond pupil dismissal without extra pay.
7. Preparation Periods - Preparation periods shall not be subject to regular assignment.
Teachers will utilize the preparation period for professional activities related to the school program
(e.g. subject preparation, curriculum meetings, parent conferences, committee or curriculum meetings,
observing classes). !he use of the preparation period shall be subject to the general supervision of the
Administrator, however, shall not be used for travel time between buildings.
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8. Nine Period Dav - In the event that the Master Schedule generates two (2) preparation
periods, it is understood that t~achers shall use one of the two (2) preparation periods to be available.
to provide student assistance.
9. The Normal School Day (including lunch time) exclusive of tutorial help, will consist
of seven (7) continuous hours for all teachers. The tasks of job-preparation, diagnosis and prescription
and not cl fixed schedule determine a teaching work day. It is recognized that the planning for and
assisting of learning for each individual pupil goes beyond the regular hours of the job.
10. Appointments with parents shall be scheduled at a mutually agreeable time.
11. The usual work year of teachers (other than new personnel who may be required to
attend additional orientation sessions) shall begin no earlier than two days prior to the first day that
students are required to report at the opening of school and will end no later than one day after the last
student clttendance day. Although not generally anticipated, it is understood that service may be
required for professional duty beginning September 1, until opening of school and after closing June 30.
12.
a duty p('!riod.
Curriculum coordinators, if any, shall have a department preparation period instead of
13.. All teachers assigned to the elementary school shall be required to attend an open
house night at the elementary school and make themselves available for parent-teacher conferences in
accordance with previously established practice in the elementary school. These teachers shall also
be required to be in attendance during the entire elementary school graduation ceremony so long as it is
not conducted on a Saturday or a Sunday.
14. All teachers assigned to the Jr.-Sr. High School shall be required to attend an open
house night at the school in accordance with previously established practice in the Jr.-Sr. High School
and to attend a night session of parent-teacher conferences of at least 2 1/2 hour duration within a
format to be established in conjunction with the Jr.-Sr. High School principal. These teachers shall
also be required to be in attendance during the entire Jr.-Sr. High School graduation ceremony so long as
it is not conducted on a Saturday or a Sunday.
B. TEACHING ASSIGNMENTS
1. Every effoct shall be made to assign teachers in Junior-Senior High School not more
than three classes or duty periods in succession and never more than four (4) in succession.
2. To the extent possible considering enrollment and physical limitations, every effort
shall be rnade to schedule classes in the Junior-Senior High School areas so that teachers shall not be
required to have more than three different preparations per day.
3. In arranging schedules for teachers who are assigned to more than one building during a
school day, the Chief Administrator shall, as feasible, so schedule to minimize the extent of travel.
Inter-building travel time shall not be at the expense ot a teacher's preparation or lunch time.
4. Teachers will be informed of tentative schedule by June 30. Where changes are required
(after June 30) the teachers will be notified in writing as soon as possible.
5. Teachers shall be assigned outside the scope of their teaching certificates only in
accordance with the Regulations of the New York State Commissioner of Education.
6.
emergency .
No regularly assigned teacher shall be used as a substitute teacher except in case of an
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7. Teachers employed regularly on less than full-time basis shall be compensated
according to the current schedule including fringe benefits on a pro-rata ba,sis.
8. The Chief Administrator will furnish copies of teacher schedules to the Teachers'
Association during the first week of school in September.
9. Every reasonable effort shall be made to follow the recommended calendar from the
office of the District Superintendent. In the event that this. is not possible, the Teachers' Association
shall be consulted.
10. Lesson plans should be prepared and available weekly in advance.
11. The building principal shall schedule supervisory duties prior to September 1st each
year. When scheduling permits, duties will be assigned on a rotating basis. During the second week of
school, each Association Building Representative shall review the supervisory duty schedule with
each respective building principal and shall recommend any changes which he or she deems to be in the
interest of fairness and equity. Once a teacher has completed a cafeteria duty assignment, he or she
will not be required to serve another cafeteria duty until all eligible teachers have served a cafeteria
duty. The following positions are exempt from cafeteria duty assignments: psychologist(s), social
worker(s), and guidance counselor{s). The building principal reserves the right to make the final
decision on all supervisory duty assignments.
C. CLASS SIZE AND COMPOSmON (Professional Staff)
Although there is no definite relationship in research between class size and pupil
achievement, every effort will be made to conform class size and auxiliary professional services to
range provided by Regulations of the Commissioner of Education or recommended by the Education
Department giving due consideration to limitations imposed by school size and building facilities
mindful, however, that deviating from recommended size by more than a moderate amount does not
have the recommendation of the Hampton Bays Teachers' Association.
1. Recommendations of the State Education Department pertaining to class size for
secondary schools are contained in Article XXI.of the Regulations of the Commissioner of Education.
Recommendations of the State Education Department pertaining to class size for elementary schools are
contained in Report of Commissioner's Advisory Council of Superintendents dated September 15, 1967,
an extract from which follows:
"Generally speaking, for regular classes we would recommend 25 pupils. Groups of this size
provide the teacher with the opportunity to deal effectively with pupils of varying abilities. Where
pupils are grouped on the basis of achievement, interest or ability, some larger classes may be
scheduled. Remedial classes and classes for slower pupils may need to be smaller."
"The modem elementary school directs its energies toward helping children to gain as high a
level of achievement as each child is able to develop and also toward guiding each child's social and
emotionai deveiopment in a whoiesome atmosphere."
To accomplish these aims, the following ratios of pupils to classroom teachers are desirable:
18 -23 Kindergarten
20 -23 for Grades 1 -3
23 -27 for Grades 4 -6
At no time should class size exceed 33. When class size reaches 33, provision will be made to hire
. additional staff for the following school year.
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2. In classes designed as remedial, a Teaching Assistant with In-Service from the District
will be used. Teacher will teach all students - rotate Teaching Assistant as ne~ded with all students,
and also use person for clerical duties. Decision of need of a Teaching Assistant will rest with a panel of
teachers and administrators to be picked by the Superintendent and President of the Hampton Bays
Teachers' Association.
3. Keeping in mind the enrollment of the school and building limitations, due
consideration will be given to recommendations by the Commissioner of Education and the State
Education Department in regard to the ratio of pupils to the auxiliary professional staff. Every effort
will be tnade to employ staff members in order to achieve recommended ratios in the areas of: art,
music, library, physical education, guidance, health, psychology and administration.
4. The faculty will be consulted with regard to any organizational change in the school
system as well as any possible district centralization.
S. During the hours while classes are in session, the office should be open and staffed. A
nurse should be on duty during full session.
D. USE OF TEACHER AIDES.
assist teachers.
Assuming budget approval, teacher aides shall be utilized to
E. TEXTBOOKS AND SUPPLIES
1. Teachers will be consulted by the administration before a change in textbooks or
referenc!;!texts is made. The recommendation of the teachers shall guide the administration in making
recommendations to the Board of Education for the final decision on selection of textbooks and reference
texts.
2. Teachers shall be consulted by the administration on the selection of equipment and
supplies. The recommendations of the teachers shall guide the administration in making
recommendations to the Board of Education for final decisions regarding equipment.
3. Funds for Oassroom and Department Use - subject to review by the Administrator there
shall be a reasonable allowance for the purchase of supplementary materials included in the school
budget for teacher or department use.
F. CURRICULUM AND SCHEDULING
1. Recognizing that the Board of Education is responsible for establishing the course of
study, tea.chers will be consulted by the administration about subjects and/ or tracks of subjects to be
added or omitted from the curriculum.
")
'\Then the BO.:lrd of Educ~ticn deems it ~eceSSi:lrv m' dcsirabh? to write {'r rewrite
curriculum, the following guidelines will be observed:
(a) Curriculum writing and / or revision may be performed only after school hours,
during the summer, on school vacations and / or on any weekends.
(b) Curriculum writing and/ or revision will be done on a voluntary basis. The teachers
involved will be compensated at a daily rate of 1/200th of their annual salaries. The daily rate is
based upon 7 hours per day.
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(c) The District shall post notice of opportunities to write curriculum projects.
(d) Teachers who volunteer for curriculum writing will notify their supervisors of their
intention by sixty days prior to the last day of the official school year.
3. Teachers will be consulted for recommendations on the scheduling of specific students
and I or tracks of subjects, and consideration will be given to such recommendations. A review procedure
will be established to resolve conflicts on pupil placement.
4. In order to implement communication, the Hampton Bays Teachers' Association Liais,?n
Committee will meet with the Administration to discuss non-contractual issues pertaining to the
improvem.ent of the educational programs carried on in the Hampton Bays Schools.
S. The Board shall not enter into performance contracts which will result in the
replacement of personnel.
G. STUDENT DISCIPLINE
Recognizing that the Board of Education is responsible for order and discipline in the sc~ool,
the Board will consider the recommendations of the faculty on disciplinary measures to be taken.
ARTICLE VI
PROCEDURE FOR RESOLVING GRIEVANCES
1. Declaration of Policy
In order to maintain a harmonious and cooperative r~lationship between the Administration
and employees of Hampton Bays Sci:toolDistrict, it is hereby declared to be a policy of the Hampton
Bays Union Free School District Administration to provide a means whereby employees and the
H.B.T.A. may without coercion, interference, restraint, discriminations or reprisal, request review of
grievances pertaining to breaches of this agreement.
2. Definition of Grievances
"Grievance" shall mean any claimed violation, misinterpretation, or inequitable application
of provisions of this contract. However, such terms shall not include any other matter that is otherwise
reviewable pursuant to law or any rule or regulation having the effect of law.
Gl"ievances must be initiated 30 days from the time when an employee knew or should have
known of the grievance.
\
A. First Step - The employee oraJIy and informally confers with immediate supervisor
conc~rning the ~ri~vanc~. If the immediate supervisur ~annul rc:>ulvc lhc bricv~n~c, hc/:>hc :>uadvise:>
the employee and the Principal for further action. Where the H.B.T.A. is the grievant, they will
initiate the grievance also at Step 1. Such grievance shall be considered a group grievance. If grievance
affects the entire district, the H.B.T.A. will proceed to the District Superintendent at Step 1.
B. Second Step - If the grievance is not resolved at the first step, the employee should then,
within five school days, submit a written statement of the grievance to the Building Principal for
review. Within five school days from the time the statement of grievance was received, the Building
principal shall deliver to the employee a written answer to said grievance. Said answer shall include
an exact transcript of the grievance, action taken, and response given to the employee. Building
Principal. will consult with Immediate Supervisor if necessary, and keep him or her informed of action.
.
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C. Third Step - If an aggrieved party is not satisfied with the response of the Building
Principal, such aggrieved party may submit a copy of the grievance to the Superintendent within one
calendar' week of the receipt of a response in Step 2. The Superintendent shall meet with the aggrieved
parties and within two weeks deliver a written statement of his/ her position with respect to the
grievance.
D. Fourth Step - If the grievance is not resolved during the Third Step, the H.B.T.A.may
proceed as'in Step 3 but submit the answers previously received directly to the Board of Education, and
request review. The H.B.T.A. shall have the right to refute any accusations, or to call as witness any
person making any accusations. The answers will be taken up by the entire Board within two weeks
following receipt of the request for review. The Board will promptly report in writing its decision to
the H.B.T.A
II'1.the event the H.B.T.A. is not satisfied with the decision of the Board, they may at their
discretion pursue the matter further through the Commissioner of Education or the Civil Courts or shall
make a written request to arbitrate. In the event that both parties mutually agree that it is in the best
interests of the parties to obtain quick resolution of a grievance, the Arbitrator first available shall be
engaged. The Arbitrator shall have no power to amend, delete or add to any of the provisions of this
agreement. The party initiating the arbitration must state in writing the specific provision of the
agreement that is alleged to have been breached. The scope of the Arbitrator's decision shall not
exceed the specific written issue before him/ her.
'
The hearing shall be conducted and the decision rendered in accordance with the procedures of
the Am(~rican Arbitration Association. The cost of such arbitration shall be borne equally by both
parties. Such arbitration shall be held at a mutually convenient time and shall not interfere with the
normal operation of the school system.
Nothing contained herein shall preclude the School Board from initiating an arbitration in
accordance with the above procedure.
For the duration of this Agreement, the President of the H.B.T.A. and the Superintendent of
Schools will pick an Arbitrator from the A.A.A.
3. General Conditions
A. The employee will have the right to have a representative of the H.B.T.A. present
during Steps 2, 3 and 4.
B. Time limits for any step may be varied by mutual consent of the parties involved in
that step, but the total time required to handle all steps of the grievance procedures shall not exceed
one calendar month.
c. Employee must be given at least two days prior notice by the Principal if he/she is
required to attend any meeting in connection with a gnevance.
D. All records or data pertaining to a grievance must be kept on file, with copies available
to the employee at all stages of the grievance procedures.
E. The following persons are immediate supervisors with regard to this Procedure:
1) Building Principal- Elementary in Primary and Secondary Grades
2) Building Principal -Secondary in Jr.-Sr. High Area
F. Up to and including Step 3, all records and data should be kept confidential by all
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participants. There should be no attempt to publicize or prejudice case.
ARTICLE VII
NEGOTIATIONS
1. The Association agrees to submit its proposed terms and conditions of employment to be
negotiated duri~g the second week in February 2000.
2.. After submission of proposed items to be negotiated, the parties agree to meet, at
mutually convenient time, any time after pupil dismissal.
3. During negotiations, the Board and the Association representative shall present
relevant data, points of view, and shall make proposals and counter-proposals.
4. Upon resolution of any matters by negotiation, the Board and the Association
representatives agree to enter into a written Memorandum of Agreement ~etting forth the tentative
agreement reached by negotiations.
5. At the last negotiation session the successfully negotiated document shall be signe4 by
the Chief Negotiator of the Association and the Chief Negotiator of the Board to indicate mutual
approval thereof. Final agreement occurs when contract is ratified by both sides.
6. Supplemental ground rules can be introduced by both parties and shall be thereafter
agreed upon prior to the 2nd week in February.
ARTICLE VIII
RESOL VING DISAGREEMENT
1. If sixty (60) days prior to the budget submissions date of the Board the parties fail to reach an
agreement through negotiations, either the Board or Association may submit those matters upon which
there has been agreement to the Public Employment Relations Board. The terms and conditions of such
su'bmission, hearings and determinations shall be in accordance with the then applicable practice and
procedure before the said Board.
2. The party submitting an impasse to Public Employment Relations Board shall notify the other
party to this agreement five (5) school days prior to such submission to the Public Employment
Relations Board. Such notification shall set forth the substance of any matter at impasse to be
submitted to Public Employment Relations Board.
3. Any submission of an impasse to Public Employment Relations Board shall in no way be
\construed to preclude the continuation of negotiations.
ARTICLE IX
NOTICE
Any notice to be given pursuant to any of the provisions hereof, shall be given in writing and
hand delivered to the Office of the Chief School Administrator during such hours as school may be in
session. The delivery of notices by the Association to the Chief School Administrator shall
conclusiv4~ly be deemed notice to the Board. Personal delivery of any notice to either the President,
Vice Presi.dent, or Secretary of the Association shall conclusively be deemed notice to the Association.
The Association shall furnish to the Chief School Administrator the names, addresses and school
positions of its current President, Vice President, and Secretary.
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ARTICLE X
TEACHING FACILITIES
Considering the limited facilities, every attempt will be made to provide:
1. Space in each classroom in which teachers may safely store personal belongings,
instructional materials and supplies.
2. A teacher work area containing adequate equipment and supplies, including duplication
equipment to aid in the preparation of instructional materials.
3.. An appropriately furnished room to be used as a faculty lounge which shall include a
telephone, toll charges to be paid by the H.B. T .A.
4. Well-lighted, ventilated and clean teacher rest rooms.
5. A professional library shall be maintained for the teaching staff. Copies of
appropriate syllabi shall be provided for every teacher.
6. A separate, clean, private dining area for the exclusive use of teachers.
The District agrees to provide and maintain two heavy duty copiers, one in each building, to be
used prim.arily by the staff. It is understood that in the event either of these copiers is not functioning,
the profE~ssional staff in each building will have access to the office copiers.
ARTICLE XI
PAY PERIODS
Professional salaries shall be payable bi-weekly on either 10 or 12 month basis. The first paycheck in
September shall be divided into two separate checks: one payable on the regular pay day and the
other payable on the first Friday after school opens. Teachers shall, during the first week of school,
fill out the "Paycheck Release Form" to determine by mutual agreement, which will indicate who may
receive said checks, thereby releasing the District from the responsibility of error disbursement.
ARTICLE XII
TEACHER PROBATION AND EVALUATION
PROBATION -The Hampton Bays School System will employ the legal minimum probationary period
in each tenure area, mindful, however, of the provisions of Section 3013 of the Education Law. The
Principal will keep a probationary teacher informed in writing as to whether he Ishe is rendering
service satisfactorily in terms of the standards of the Hampton Bays Schools, and the Principal will,
~y April 1 ()f each ypar, prpparp a written c;tatement concerning the Annual General Evaluation of each
probationary teacher. Two copies of said evaluation will be drafted. The original copy will be
presented to the Board before becoming a part of the teacher's permanent record. The duplicate will
become the teacher's personal property.
.
A probationary teacher who is not to be recommended for tenure will be so notified in writing by the
Superintendent in accordance with the Education Law. Such notice will be provided not later than June
1.
The provisions of these two preceding paragraphs are not subject to the Grievance or Arbitration
Procedure, except if the H.B.T.A. feels that the District acted capriciously, arbitrarily, or
1 1
discriminatorily; and in such event, the H.B.T.A. rights shall be limited only to the Grievance
. Procedure and excluded specifically under all cases from the Arbitration Procedure.
EVALUATION - Teacher evaluation has for its primary objective the strengthening of the
instructional service. Evaluation is the administrator's and/ or supervisor's judgment as to the
effectiveness of the teacher in the total school program. Evaluation will serve a dual purpose:
1.
2.
To provide a sound basis for teacher improvement,.
To provide an objective measure of teacher effective~ess.
Teachers will be evaluated by the administrators and/ or supervisors. Teachers on tenure will receive a
reasonable number of Formal Observation-Evaluations per school year. A written report will be given
to the teacher within six (6) school days after the observation (Form A). One Annual General
Evaluation Report will be received by the teacher no later thanJune 15. (Form C).
In his/her first year of teaching in this school system the teacher will receive a minimum of two
Formal Classroom Observation-Evaluations per year (Form A). Other non-tenure teachers will receive
a minirnum of one Formal Classroom Observation-Evaluation per year (Form A). A written report of
said evaluation will be given to the teacher within six (6) school days after the evaluation.
Conferences with teachers will follow each Formal Classroom Observation-Evaluation Report.
Each fonnal Oassroom Observation-Evaluation report will be signed by both the evaluator and
evaluab!d personnel. Teacher signatures on evaluation forms shall simply denote receipt thereof and
shall not signify acceptance of said contents. The original copy of the evaluation will be presented to
the Board before becoming part of the teacher's permanent record. A duplicate copy will be given to the
teacher. It shall be the teacher's right to respond to the evaluation report in writing to be attached to
said evcuuation of observation form.
Current forms for Observation, Remarks, Yearly Evaluation and Parent-Teacher conference are
incorporated herein by reference.
Type of forms may be changed after consultation with Teachers Association representatives.
All monitoring or observation of the w'ork performance of a teacher will be conducted openly and with
full knowledge of the teacher. The use of eavesdropping, public address or audio systems shall be
strictly prohibited for supervisory purposes.
Any significant criticism regarding a teacher made to the Administration or Board of Education by any
parent, student, or other person that becomes part of the teacher's file will be promptly called to the
teacher's attention. The teacher will be given fair opPQrtunity to respond to such criticism to the
Administrators (or Board of Education) as the case may be.
No teacher shall be criticized, disciplined, reprimanded without just cause. In no case shall this be
done publicly, unless the teacher requests a public hearing.
At no time will a classroom teacher be asked to supervise and give written evaluations of fellow
teachers, exclusive of student teachers.
EVALl1AnON COMMIITEE - There shall be a six member evaluation committee with equal
representation by the District and Association, three (3) members selected by the Superintendent of
Schools and three (3) members selected by the President of the HBTA, to study the current evaluation
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procedures. If the committee unanimously agrees to change the existing procedures, such changes shall
be implemented. .
ARTICLE XIII
IN-SERVICE TRAINING
A. Effective July 1, 1989, for each 15 additional hours of salary credit, 9 credits must be
from graduate programs, 6 may be in-Service, SCOPE or Teacher Center.
B. Undergraduate Courses. After June 1969 a teacher may request the administrator's
approval for undergraduate courses in his/her area of certification or in a subject he/she is presently
teaching provided said courses are not offered on the graduate level on Long Island within a radius of 75
miles. Under extenuating circumstances the administrator may approve other undergraduate credits.
Credits will be creditable for salary increments.
C. Graduate Credits. Graduate Credits in the teacher's certified or related areas or a
subject area he/ she is teaching, or guidance or administration shall be accepted for salary increment in
.accordancewith approved procedure.
D. Teachers shall submit a written request for approval of all courses (In-Service,
Undergraduate and Graduate) to the Chief Administrator prior to registration for such courses.
Approval shall be granted for courses that satisfy the requirements listed below.
E. Credit upon the salary schedule for satisfactory completion of local Board, local
SCOPE and/ or Teacher Center In-Service courses shall be based on the following formula:
1/3 salary credit hours will be granted for every 5 contact hours involved (i.e.,
accumulation of 15 contact hours = 1 credit, 30 contact hours =2 credits, 45 contact hours = 3 credits, and
60 cont-acthours - 4 credits).
contact blocks.
Local In-Service courses will be presented in units of 5, 10 and 15 hours (multiples of 5)
ARTICLE XIV
TRANSFERS AND REASSIGNMENTS
The Board of Education recognizes that frequent reassignments and Ior transfer of teachers from one
grade or subject area to another may be disruptive of the educational process and interferes with
optimum teacher performance. Although the Association also recognizes that some flexibility in
regard to teacher transfers must remain with the Administration, a degree of stability must be
provided for all teachers. Therefore, it is agreed as follows:
A. List of teaching vacancies and/ or new teaching positions created in the district shall be
made available to aii teachers. in iilling such positions, consideration should be given [0 ~eniori[y or
those qualified teachers presently employed over newly appointed teachers, provided all
qualifications are equal.
ARTICLE XV
PROMOTIONS
All opc?nings for promotional positions and for positions paying salary differentials shall be publicized
two weeks prior to filling position in the school and all qualified teachers shall be given opportunity to
make application for such positions.
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When thf~ position is filled, those affected shall be notified via memo as, to the appointed individual
and his/her duties.
Uniform positions and responsibility should provide uniform salary provisions.
ARTICLE XVI
EXTRA-CURRICULAR AND COACHING ASSIGNMENTS
A. Teachers will be consulted about their preference for particular extra-curricular and
coaching assignments and every, effort will be made to find certified members of the staff to fill
coaching and extra-curricular assignments. Any person appointed to such a position who is not a
member of the HBTA shall pay a minimal agency fee to the HBTA but in no event shall this fee exceed
10% of the amount of the stipend which is paid for the appointment.
B. In the event that more teachers indicate preference for an area than there is a need, then
seniority and qualifications shall be a factor considered in arriving at a final decision if a teacher is to
be appointed to the position.
.
C. All extra-curriritlar, and coaching assignments shall terminate at the end of the assignment
and become open for re-assignment or change at the end of the school year or particular athletic season,
as the case may be. The Distrid has the right to set the qualifications for a position and to appoint the
person who, in its discretion, is best qualified for the assignment so long as the district d'oes not act in an
arbitrary or capricious manner in setting the qualifications or making the app<?intment.
D. All assignments to extra-curricular and/ or coaching assignments shall be made by the
Superint4~ndent of Schools at least twenty (20) calendar days prior to the commencement date of the
assignment, or within seven (7) calendar days after receipt of an application for appointment,
whichev4~r is later. Any assignment to a non-unit member which is challenged by the HBTA shall be
submitted to a committee constituted as set forth in Paragraph E below within ten (10) calendar days
after receipt by the Superintendent of Schools of a written challenge accompanied by a statement
indicating the reasons why the appointment is considered to have been arbitary or capricious. The
committE~e shall, within seven (7) calendar days after the Superintende~t's receipt of the challenge,
convene to review the challenged assignment and vote to confirm or deny the assignment as follows: a
supermajority vote of the committee (4 of the 5 members) shall be required to confirm a change in an
extracurricular or coaching position if the person previously assigned to the position sought
reassignment and a regular majority (3 of the 5 members) shall be required to confirm an assignment to
an extracurricular or coaching position if the person previously assigned to the position did not seek
reassignment. The assignment made by the Superintendent of Schools shall be implemented unless the
committee overrides it in the manner set forth above.
E. The committee shall consist of the following five (5) members to be appointed no later than
July 30 of each year: The Superintendent of Schools or his/ her designee; the athletic director or the
coordinator of Health and Physical Education, as the case may be; a member of the HBTA as appointed
bv the HBT A, and two representatives of the community to be appointed by resolution of the Board.
ARTICLE XVII
SPECIAL PROTECfS AND SUMMER SCHOOL
Special Projects:
A. All openings for specialists and / or teachers for special projects shall be publicized in
school as far in advance (normaUy 30 days) of the appointment as possible.
B. Such openings shall be filled after interviews; length of service in Hampton Bays
Union Free School District shall be a factor in filling such openings from lists of qualified applicants.
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Summer School (Procedure if one is implemented):
A. A teacher who has filled a summer school position satisfactorily shall be first
considered for the same position in the following year, if the position is needed.
B. All openings for summer school positions shall be posted or made available by the
district as they are created so all interested' teachers may apply. Teachers interested in the positions
should notify Chief School Administrator within tw~ weeks after posting.
c. Summer School teachers may be granted a leave of absence from Summer School after
four consecutive years of service or when in conjunction with a sabbatical leave upon written request and
approval of the Chief Administrator. Teachers on leave of absence from summer school shall not
forfeit thereby their consideration for a position in summer school for the year following such a leave.
Teachers assigned to summer school positions are replacements for teachers on leave and shall be so
informed at the time of their assignment.
D. Hampton Bays Union Free School District Summer School Salary Schedules will be
agreed to mutually by H.B.T.A. and Board of Education if need arises.
E. Teachers shall be entitled to two sick days per summer session. Summer session sick
leave shall not be cumulative.
ARTICLE XVIII
PROTECTION OF TEACHERS
1. The school district shall provide legal protection and assistance to its employees in
accordance with requirements of Section 3023 of the Education Law.
?_ A teacher may temporarily remove a pupil from a class when the grossness of the
offense, the persistence of the misbehavior, or the disruptive effect of violation makes the continued
presence of the student in the classroom intolerable. In such cases, the teacher will furnish the
Principa.1as promptly as his/her teaching obligations will allow, full particulars of the incident.
3. Teachers shall. report immediately in writing to their Principal and to the
Superintendent of Schools all cases of assault upon them in connection with their employment. The
Board shall comply with any reasonable request from the teacher or his/her designated representative
for information in its possession which relates to the incident. The Board will provide legal counsel to
advise the teacher of his/ her rights and obligations with respect to the teacher in connection with
handling the incident by law enforcement and judicial authorities.
4. Nothing contained in this Article shall be interpreted to preclude a teacher from
seeking advice and counsel of, and to be represented by, an attorney of his or her own choice in addition
to counsel provided by the Board, it being understood that such additional representation shall not be
at the expense of the Board of Education.
5. The Hampton Bays School District will reimburse teachers within the limits and
conditions described below for car damage occurring on school grounds during a time period when the
teacher has been assigned to carry out regular teaching duties or extra-curricular responsibilities.
A. The teacher involved shall submit an affidavit identifying the circumstances
involved including date, time, extent of damage, and other pertinent details.
B. The teacher involved will submit written approval for payment of damages
from the insurance company involved with an indication of the amount of deductible that will not be
paid by the insurance company.
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C. Upon arrival of the teacher's request, the school district shall reimburse the
teacher fol' the amount of the deductible not paid by the insurance company. If not covered by insurance
a $200 deductible will apply.
D. If approval is not granted, the teacher will be notified in writing of the reasons
and an opportunity for appeal will be provided.
ARTICLE XIX
ON THE rOB INJURIES
Whenever a teacher is absent from school as a result of personal injury caused by an accident or
an assault occurring while he/she is acting within the scope of his/her emploYment, he/she will be
paid his / her full salary 'up to a period of one year less Worl~men's Compensation and other benefits
provided by the School District. No part of such absence will be charged to his/her annual or
accumulated sick leave.
ARTICLE XX
HEALTH INSURANCE
A. The Board of Education agrees to remain a participating employer in all options of the
New York State Health Insurance Program until such time as it implements alternative coverage. The
Board of Education may withdraw from said plan and implement alternative coverage if the
replacement plan has sufficient participation to insure its viability and the benefits offered to
association members are equal to or better than the benefits provided by the New York State Health
Insuran(:e program at the time the alternative coverage is compared. If, in the opinion of the
association's independent consultant, the level of participation does not insure viability or the benefits
are not at least equal, either party may initiate expedited binding arbitration and same shall be
completed prior to the effective date of the change in coverage. The arbitrator shall be selected
through AAA procedures. The arbitrator is limited to deciding whether or not the substitute benefits
are at least equal to or better than those of the existing plan or program. Neither the District nor the
Associatjon waive their respective positions regarding the issue of the binding arbitrability of any
, other provision of the contract.
B. All'teachers covered by the insurance provided in accordance with the provisions of
Paragraph A shall make a financial contribution to partially reimburse the district for its cost in
providing the insurance coverage. The financial contribution by the teacher for each year of this
agreement, or part thereof, that he or she is insured by a plan offering family coverage, shall be as
follows: Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) during the first year of this agreement, Five Hundred Twenty
Five Dollars ($525.00) during the second year; Five Hundred Fifty Dollars ($550.00) during the third
year; and Five Hundred Seventy Five Dollars ($575.00) during the fourth year. The financial
contribution by the teacher for each year of this agreement, or part thereof, that he or she is insured by
a plan offering individual coverage, shall be as follows: Two Hundred Dollars ($200.00) during the
first year of this agreement, Two Hundred Twenty Five Dollars ($225.00) during the second year, Two
Huncir~d Fiic)' Dollars (5)250.00) Jurin~ i.h~ third y~ar, c:.nd T\-v'o r Iundred Seventy Fi...~ Doll~rs
($275.00) during the fourth year.
C. Any unit member eligible for coverage under the plan may voluntarily opt out of
. coverage and receive a bi-annual payment equal to 50% of the bi-annual premium the District would
otherwise pay on his/her behalf. The payments will be made the last week of December and the last
week of June in a year of opting out and would be pro-rated if the employee opted back into coverage.
Opting back into coverage requires 45 days notice.
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ARTICLE XXI
DENTAL PLAN
DISABILITY INSURANCE
LIFE INSURANCE and FLEXIBLE SPENDING PLAN
A. The board shall provide, for the entire term of this agreement and at no cost to the
teacher, a dental plan for individual or family coverage, as elected by the teacher, with the same
coverage provided under the agreement which expired on June 30, 1996.
B. The board shall provide, for the entire term of this agreement and at no cost to the
teacher, a disability insurance policy with a maximum waiting period of 60 days for absences due to
sickness or accident, which guarantees at least Sixty Six and Two-Thirds Percent (66.67%) of a
teacher's salary to a maximum of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) per month during each year of this
agreement or until the teacher reaches the age of sixty five (65) years.
c. Life Insurance will be provided at no cost in the amount of $50,000.00. Xype-Term'by
Mutual Benefit.
D. The District and the Association shall mutually implement a fleXible benefit plan in
accordance with §125 of the Internal Revenue Code. The maximum contribution by an employee for
depend.~nt care shall be Five Thousand DollarS. ($5000.00) and the maximum contribution by an
emploY4~efor health and dental care shall be Four Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($4,500.00).
ARTICLE XXII
SEPARATION FROM SERVICE OPTIONS
A. Eligibility- Must be eligible to retire from NYSTRS.
B. Notification - Must be submitted in writing by February 1st in the applicable year.
c. Vesting Period - 10 years of full time teaching in the Hampton Bays School District.
D. Payment - An amount equal to $6,000 plus $150.00 per day for each unused sick day up to
a maxirnum of 180 days but in no event shall this amount exceed Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000) or,
at the option of the retiree, an amount equal to Two Percent (2%) multiplied by the retiree's years of
service to the district multiplied again by the retiree's base teaching salary for the year of retirement
(exclusive of additIonal income earned for extra-curricular andl or coaching or other assignments).
E. Alternate Option - Health and Dental Insurance Coverage: In lieu of the payment set
forth above, any teacher with at least ten years of service to the district who elects to voluntarily
terminate his or her employment with the district shall be entitled to a contract requiring the district
to continue providing the health and dental insurance coverage which is provided to active members of
the b~r3~ini:iS '-lnit without any C'0ntributi0n from thf:' departing teacher. The term of the contract shall
run from the date of departure from the district until such time as the teacher becomes eligible for
medicare coverage. This provision shall not apply to any termination which was the result of any
considered or actual disciplinary action against said teacher. If a teacher terminates employment with
individual plan coverage in effect, individual coverage shall be provided by the district. If a teacher
terminates employment with family plan coverage in effect, family coverage shall be provided by the
district.
F. The payment option provided in this article, as opposed to the option regarding health
and dental insurance, is only available to teachers during the year they are first eligible for penalty-
free retirement from the NYSTRS.
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G. Anything to the contrary contained in sub-paragraph F above, the payment option
provided in this article shall be available to all teachers during the first year of this agreement.
ARTICLE XXIII
LEA VE ALLOWANCE
A. Except as hereinafter noted, all regularly employed teachers shall be entitled to
approved absences of ten (10) working days per year, cumulative to one hundred eighty (180) sick leave
days, without loss of salary. Provision will be made for up to ten (10) additional days for teachers
hospitali.;zed due to serious accident or illness. An additional ten (10) days may be granted at the
discretion of the Board.
B. Absences Deductible from Cumulative Sick Leave Allowance
1. Personal Illness of a temporary nature. Teachers absent more than three (3)
consecutive days because of prolonged personal illness, including disability due to pregnancy, shall
submit a doctor's confirmation explaining the nature of the illness for such short term period. The
doctor's confirmation shall be submitted to the Chief School Administrator.
2. Family Illness
(a) Quarantine -Teachers absent by reason of quarantine imposed by doctor's
order due to illness caused by a contagious disease of a resident member of the household, will submit a
doctor's certificate explaining the order. Absence will be approved for the duration of sick leave.
(b) Serious Illness in the Immediate Household -Serious illness applies to the
immediate family of the immediate household of a teacher and shall be construed to mean any illness
which the family physician considers to be of such a nature as to require the teacher's presence at
home. This will also include any mother, father, mother-in-law, father-in-law or child living out of
household. Confirmation of illness should be made by the doctor by note or by phone for absences of
more than three (3) consecutive days. For such serious illness in the family, a maximum of five (5) days
absence per year chargeable to such leave will be approved.
c. Absences without loss of salary, non-deductible from Cumulative Allowance.
1. Death in the immediate family or household. A total of five working days of
absence will be approved for death in the immediate family or of the household of a teacher. An
additional five days, deductible from sick leave, may be used. The term "immediate family" as used
above is defined as wife, husband, daughter, son, brother,. sister, father, mother, mother-in-law,
father-in-Iaw,sister-in-Iaw, brother-in-law, daughter-in-law, son-in-law, step-mother or step-father,
grandparents, uncles and aunts.
2. Marriage Leave - Except to extend scheduled vacation or within three weeks of
~xammat:lOns (IVe working days or absence without puy \\ iil be c.!ppruveJ i[ .j Leild1er i~ mc.1ri"i~dduring
the school year. Of these five days, up to two business days may be applied to receive compensation.
3. Court and Ior Government Agency Appearance - The number of days necessary
will be approved if one of the following conditions exist:
(a) The school district is involved and the teacher is a party or witness.
(b) The teacher is summoned to appear as a witness to testify before a Federal,
State or County Court or Grand Jury.
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(c) The teacher is required to appear before any Federal, State, County, Town,
or Village Agency and is not personally involved. Subpoena must be presented to the Chief School
Administrator.
4. Jury Duty - Notice of jury duty must be submitted to Chief School
Administrator. The teacher shall reimburse the district in an amount equal to the jury fee received.
5. . Professional Meetings and Visitations within or outside the District - An
appropriate form requesting approval must be secured from the Chief School Administrator. Approval
to attend such meetings will be at the discretion of the Chief School Administrator.
6. Annual Leave - No services are required of the 10 month professional staff
during the months of July and August. However, teachers may be required to participate in summer
curriculum program for additional compensation.
7. Personal Leave - Business Days - A total of two personal business days will be
available if the presence of the employee is required for emergencies or other urgent business such as
important family, legal, and religious responsibilities that cannot be handled outside of regular work
time. Requests for two consecutive personal business days, or for personal business days prior to or after
a school holiday must be approved by the Superintendent of Schools. Request for all absences will be
submitted in writing in advance (48 hours) to the Superintendent of Schools, except in cases of
emergency. Excepting emergency situations, no more than six percent (6%) of the total staff may be
absent on anyone day for personal reasons. Unused Personal Leave Days will become cumulative sick
days. An additional day shall be granted at the Chief Administrator's discretion.
Explanation of absence for illness, family, or personal business: In cases where there is a
demonstrable pattern of single or multiple days of absence, or where the Superintendent has reasonable
basis for' believing that the teacher, by reason of his/her absence, is in violation of this agreement, it
shall be the right of the Superintendent to request an explanation by the teacher of his/her absence and
such additional evidence as the teacher may reasonably be expected to provide to substantiate the
reason fol' his absence. Refusal by the teacher to explain his/her absence, and/or to provide reasonable
documentation to substantiate his/her explanation, may be considered a reasonable basis for loss of
compensation for the day(s) in question, subject to review under the grievance procedure. A Teachers
Ethics Committee will be established to assist the Superintendent in this and other matters.
8. Organization Conference Days - One officer of the Teachers' Association or its
authorized representative shall be entitled to attend up to two professional conferences of educational
associations. For those meetings that are clearly "Negotiations Sessions" designed to prepare teachers,
substitutes will be paid for by the Association. The Superintendent of Schools may, if he/she feels that
the conference is mutually beneficial, provide that the district pay for the substitute.
9. Professional Education Conferences - Attendance at educational conferences by
professional staff members shall be encouraged. Expenses shall be borne by the Board of Education. The
Building Principal will first review conference request and then submit with recommendations to the
Chid 5<:hool Administr~tor f~~:fin~! ~pprov;J!. Preference far ~ttend~nce ::!tc0nfe!"f~nces will be :;ivpn
to teachers who are participating members of professional organizations.
10. Visitation Days - Visitation Days for the collective staffs for the purpose of
visiting nearby schools with the intent of learning about new and better ideas being put to use in schools
should be encouraged.
D. Leave of Absence
1. Maternity - Tenure Teachers - Non-Tenure Teachers (discretion of Board).
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Upon request, teachers will be granted leaves of absence without pay not to
exceed two years and shall be reinstated in the same or comparable position upon return. The teacher
should inform the Board of Education by March 1st of her intention to return the following September.
A teacher who is pregnant will be permitted to continue to work as late into her pregnancy as she and
her physician by written monthly report shall deem it medically sound that she is capable of
performing the normal duties of a teacher. The teacher will also have the right to return to work when
she is capable of performing the normal duties of a teacher, but not prior to end of maternity leave
granted on her request.
2. Leave for Personal Health and/ or Family Hardship
Members of the professional staff who are on tenure, and upon approval of the
Board of Education are eligible to take leaves without pay not in excess of one year in length for rest,
restoration of health, or the alleviation of hardship involving themselves or their immediate family.
E. Military Leave
Military Leave will be granted to any teacher who is inducted or enlists in any branch
of the anned forces of the United States. Upon return from such leave, within six (6)months from
discharge date a teacher will be placed on the salary schedule at the level he/ she would have
achieved had he/she remained actively employed by the system during the period of his/her absence
provided this term is not more than three years. A tenure probationary period must be completed for
those teachers who have not completed said probationary period.
F. Sabbatical Leave
1. Sabbatical Leaves may be granted so that staff members may enhance their
professional effectiveness in execution of their assigned duties.
2. Requirements for Applicants:
(a) a minimum of 7 years full time teaching employment in the school district.
(b) submission of an application in writing to the Superintendent of Schools by
February 1st of the school year preceding the request. Th~ application
should include the number of semester hours of graduate credit, the subject
or academic area of the courses, and the college or university at which the
courses will be taken.
(c) formal graduate study: a minimum of twelve (12) semester hours per term
or six (6) semester hours for a leave during the summer. The content of the
course should be in the teacher' s ~eld of work at the Hampton Bays School
District or in any area that the board has encouraged the teacher to pursue
in anticipation of future benefit accruing to the teacher and the board.
(d) a letter of agreement to remain in the Hampton Bays School District two
years following the termination of the leave. The applicant agrees to
repay the district if he fails to return to the district for two years.
(e) study grants or fellowships must be reported in the application for leave.
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3. Conditions:
(a) period of one year with 50% salary;
(b) period of one half year with 100% salary;
(c) period of one year at 2/3 salary ~fter fourteen (14) years of service to the
district;
(d) Summer Sabbatical - In the event that no teacher applies for a sabbatical
under (a), (b) or (c) above, a summer sabbatical will be granted. A teacher
will be paid 3/20 of their annual salary during su~er sabbatical.
4. Sabbatical Screening Committee - All applications will be reviewed by the
Sabbatical Screening Committee which shall be comprised of an administrative representative
appointed by the Superintendent of Schools and 4 tenure teachers selected by the Teachers' Association
-2 from the elementary level and 2 from the secondary level.
5. Selection Criteria - In reviewing the applications for sabbatical leave, the
co~ttee, the Superintendent of Schools, and the Board of Education will consider the educational
value of the leave to the Hampton Bays School District.
6. Calendar for Sabbatical Leave
(a) Prior to January 15: screening committee shall meet with the
Superintendent of Schools to review procedures, sabbatical leave
policy, and establish meeting date(s).
(b) February 1: applications must be submitted to the Superintendent of
Schools.
(c) February 1-5: Superintendent shall submit applications to the committee.
(d) February 5-20: screening committee shall review applications and
interview candidates.
(e) February 25: screening committee shall forward recommendations to the
Superintendent. Approved candidates should be listed in order of merit.
Candidates not approved shall be indicated.
(f) February 25 -March 10: Superintendent shall meet with the Board of
Education to act upon the recommendations. A written record of the
~undu::;ion of the mccti~g i:.;to be ~~nt to the cammitt('(' pr!pr to ~('tific~ti('n
of the candidates. .
(g) By March 15: all applicants shall receive written notification of decision
on application.
(h) Upon return from Sabbatical, a written summary and oral report shall be
given at a public meeting of the Board of Education of the grantees
experience during such leave to include, where appropriate, an official
transcript of courses taken, certification of attendance at an accredited or
approved institution, and an evaluation of professional benefits derived.
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8. Sabbatical Leave Policies
(a) Sufficient- funds will be provided in the school budget to permit one full year
leave in any complete school year, two one-semester leaves in any school
year, or four one-summer leaves in anyone year. The fact that funds are
contained in the budget shall not diminish the discretion of the board in
making the final decision with regard to the grant or denial of a sabbatical.
(b) Teachers who have been granted a sabbatical leave shall be reinstated in
their previous position and receive credit on the salary schedule for the
time served and credit earned on sabbatical leave.
G. Teacher Leave for National or International Programs
. 1. Upon recommendation of the Chief Administrator leave for teacher positions
under either national or international programs may be granted by the Board to any teacher.
2. The teacher shall receive credit for such experience on the salary schedule of
Hampton Bays Union Free School District.
3. Exchange teachers shall be paid their normal salary and step and upon return
will be reinstated in their previous position with credit on salary schedule for year served.
H. Educational Leave
1. A leave of absence without pay may be granted to tenured teachers for up to two
years for approved educational purposes. Upon return from such leave the teacher will be placed at the
level he would have achieved had he remained actively employed in the system during the period of
his leave.
I. Public Office
The Board may grant a leave of absence without payor increment to any teacher to
campaign for or serve in a public office.
J. Teachers on leave pursuant to paragraph 0(2), "E, F, G, H and I of this Article shall
notify the Superintendent of their intention to return from leave not less than 90 days prior to their
intended return date.
ARTICLE XXIV
TEACHER FILES
A. Upon request by the teacher he shall be permitted to examine the Hampton Bays Union
Free School District's Official Professional File maintained in the Superintendent's Uftice, to the
extent of ratings, observations, evaluations and written remarks concerning the teacher's service in
Hampton Bays Union .Free School District.
B. No material pertaining to a teacher's conduct, character or personality shall be placed
in the file unless the teacher has had an opportunity to read the material or received a copy thereof.
The teacher shall acknowledge that he has read. such material by affixing his signature on the actual
copy to be filed, with the understanding that such signature merely signifies that he read the material
to be filed and does not necessarily indicate agreement with its content.
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C. The teacher shall have the right to comment upon any material filed and his comment
shall be attached to the file copy.
D. The teacher shall be permitted to reproduce any material in his files at the teacher's
expense cmd unless specifically prohibited on form from non-district source.
E.
substantiated.
Material will be removed from the files when a teacher's claim that it is inac~rate is
ARTICLE XXV
ACADEMIC FREEDOM
Academic Freedom shall be guaranteed teachers, and no special limitations shall be placed upon study,
investigation, presenting or interpreting facts and ideas concerning man, human society, the physical
and biological world and other branches of learning, except those standards of professional educational
responsibility applicable to elementary and secondary education. .
ARTICLE XXVI
ASSOCIATION RIGHTS
A. pn,e President of the Association and the Building Representative in the building opposite the
President shall have no assigned duty period in order to assist in the implementation of this contract.
B. Dues Deductions
1. The Board agrees to deduct dues for the Hampton Bays Teachers Association from the
salaries of its employees as said teachers individually and voluntarily authorize the Board to deduct
and to transmit the monies promptly to the Association. Teacher authorization shall be in writing in
the form set forth below:
HAMPTON BAYS TEACHERS ASSOCIA nON
DUES AUTHORIZATION CARD
N am e....................................
Address ...............
Grade or Subject Area...................
School year.............................
"I hereby request and authorize the Board of Education of Hampton Bays Union Free School District to
deduct from my earnings and transmit to the HBTA, Hampton Bays Schools, 86 E. Argonne Road,
Hampton. Bays, NY, the amount of membership dues as certified by the Association. I hereby waive all
rights an~ claim for said monies so deducted and transmitted in accordance with this authorization and
relieve the Board of Education and all of its officers from any liability thereof."
Teacher's Signature
2. Not later than October 15th of e~ch year, the Board shall provide tl1.e Association
with a list of those employees who have voluntarily authorized the Board to deduct dues for the
Hampton Bays Teachers Association.
3. An agency fee shall be implemented in accordance with the laws of the State of New
York for those employees who have not authorized a dues deduction.
4. An employee may withdraw his authorization after one (1) year by written notice
received by the Board of Education at least two weeks prior to the effective pay period.
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ARTICLE XXVII
COOPERATIVE IMPLEMENTATION
1. The Superintendent shall meet at least once a month with the Association Executive
Committee or Liaison Committee or other authorized representative to discuss school operations and
questions relating to the implementation of this contract. These meetings shall be held at a time of the
day mutually agreed upon, not while school is in session. Proposed changes in existing policies and
procedures and new policies and procedures for the school shall be appropriate subjects for discussion at
such meE~tings, it being understood that such policies and procedures will be consistent with the terms of
this contract.
2. A copy of the official agenda of all meetings of the Board of Education and public
records will be available to the Association as soon as possible prior to the Board meetings. The
Association will be provided with copies of the Official Board minutes as soon as possible after such
meeting.
3.
new tea(~hers.
The Association shall be given a place on the agenda of the Orientation Program for
4. There will be no reprisals of any kind taken against any teacher by reason of his
membership in the H.B.T.A. or participation in its lawful activities.
S. The Board of Education shall include sufficient funds in the proposed annual budget to
implement this agreement and shall furnish copies of the proposed budget to the Hampton Bays
Teachers' Association two weeks prior to budget submission date or where available to the public if
that is later.
6. Teachers may voluntarily participate in tax-sheltered annuity program approved by
the parties to this agreement. Teachers shall be able to participate in direct deposit programs at
financial institutions mutually agreed upon by the Boarc:lof Education and the Hampton Bays Teachers'
Association. Payroll deductions requested by the teacher for said programs will be automatically
approved, pending viability.
ARTICLE XXVIII
SALARY SCHEDULES
A. Salary schedules for the term of this agreement which reflect, in relation to the immediately
prior salary schedule, a.5% increase for 1996-97, a 1% increase for 1997-98, a 1% increase for 1998-99
and a 1.25% increase for 1999-2000 are annexed hereto. Teachers who are not eligible for a contractual
salary increment shall be entitled to salary increases over their immediately prior year salary equal to
2% for 1996-97, 2.5% for 1997-98, 2.5% for 1998-99 and 2.5% for 1999-2000. All salary changes shall be
effective as of July 1 of the applicable year. A schedule of stipends for extra-curricular appoinbnents,
reflecting an increase of 2.5% during each year of this agreement, and for coaching stipends based upon
the salary schedule, is also annexed.
'8. The H.B.T.A. agrees to contribute EIT money generated in each year of the contract to fund the
salaries u.nder this contract.
C. Teachers completing local, SCOPE and Teacher Center In-Service courses should submit their
certificates or copies thereof to the Chief Administrator. Courses approved by Article XIII shall be
granted credit on the salary schedule in accordance with other provisions contained in this agreement.
D. The salary schedule shall be uniform for all teachers except for years of retirement.
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E. No teacher shall be hired to teach who does not possess at least a B.A. or B.S. Degree or its
equivalent. He shall also possess a provisional or permanent certificate issued by the State of New
York. Any certification deficiencies shall be completed in the proper time as required in the New York
State Education Law.
F. Teachers' who complete the necessary hours for advancement to another scale on the schedule
shall be placed there on the first day of September or February next following approval of such
advancement by the Board of Education. The Board of Education shall act upon th~ recommendation of.
the Chief Administrator. The Chief Administrator shall make such a recommendation at the' next
regular Board meeting after receiving official notification by letter or transcript from the college or
university, SCOPE or other recognized program of the credits for advancement.
G. All staff members shall be placed on their proper step on the salary schedule, subject to the
provisions contained in sub-paragraph I below.
H. Any member of the teaching staff who intends to resign his position must give the Chief
Administrator a minimum of thirty (30) days notice in writing of such intention pursuant to Section
3019A of the Education law.
I. For teachers hired after July 1, 1996, the Board is not required to grant salary credit for any
years of previous teaching experience or any level of education attained by the teacher but the Board
may not hire a teacher for a higher salary than that teacher would have earned if all of his or her
years of teaching experience and level of education were given full consideration.
J. Credit for Military Service
Credit for Military Service up to a maximum of three (3) years teaching credit will be granted.
Eighteen (18) months of military service will equal one (1) year of teaching credit.
. ~
K. Tutoring
Tutoring services will first be offered to teachers within the bargaining unit. All tutoring
services shall be paid at the rate of $40.00 per hour.
L. Mileage
Mileage to be reimbursed at the current IRS rate per mile.
ARTICLE XXIX
SUBSTITUTE AND REPLACEMENT TEACHERS
A. Substitute teachers w iil be p~id ..Atthe minimum l".-:.tcvf 550.00 per d~y.
. .
B. Positions which will be vacant for at least one semester will, to the extent possible, be filled by
personnel who have met the State Certification requirements. . .
C. Every effort shall be made to find qualified substitutes certified in their area of specialization.
A list of substitutes shall be made available to all teachers by October 1st of each school year.
In the c~vent of a teacher's absence, that teacher may recommend his selection for a substitute. The
responsibility of locating a substitute, however, shall rest with the appropriate Principal.
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D. No teacher aides or practice teachers may substitute for absent teachers if a certified teacher is
availablE~.
E. Guidelines and Procedures for Employment of Substitutes and Replacement Teachers.
1.. Substitutes - Per diem teachers hired on a substitute basis for less than 30 consecutive
school days in the same teaching assignment will be paid a minimum of $50.00 per day. Per diem
teachers hired for more than 30 consecutive school days in the same teaching assignment will be paid a
minimum of $80.00 per day commencing on the 31st day of the same teaching assignment. Per diem
employees shall not receive benefits regardless of the number of days hired unless and until such
employee becomes a replacement teacher.
2. Replacement Teachers - Any teacher who is hired to replace a full time teacher absent
from school and not collecting salary, or who is hired to replace a teacher granted a sabbatical leave,
and who is employed in the same teaching assignment for at least 90 consecutive school days, shall be
paid on a pro-rata basis in accordance with the salary schedule for full time teachers and receive all of
the benefits provided to a full time teacher commencing on the 91st day of the teaching assignment.
ARTICLE XXX
MUTUALITY OF OBLIGATION .
.\'
A. It is understood and agreed that the Board and the Association will make every good faith
effort to carry out the spirit as well as the letter of the Agreement, subject to law. Both parties further
agree to take no action that will demean the process or be contrary to the laws of the State of New York
pertaining to strikes or work stoppages by public employees during the duration of this Agreement.
B. The Board hereby amends its rules and regulations to the extent necessary to give effect to the
provisions of this Agreement. No existing Board policies, instructions or handbooks shall in any way
limit the rights granted teachers in this Agreement. Any portion of the existing documents that is
inconsistent with this contract shall be ineffective.
ARTICLE XXXI
fOINT CODE OF ETHICS
The New York State School Boards Association and New York State United Teachers have jointly
issued a Code of Ethics as a statement of common beliefs (See Teacher Handbook).
ARTICLE XXXII
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
A. This agreement shall constitute the full and complete commitments between both parties and
may bE~altered, changed, added to, deleted from or modified only through the voluntary mutual consent
uf lh~ pdrti~~ in it hirittcl1 and signed amendment to this '::t;rccmcnt. Before the Bo~rd ~dopt5 iJ.ch"ng~
in policy which affects wages, hours, or any other condition of employment which is not covered by
the terms of this Agreement and which has not been proposed by the Association, the Board will notify
the Association in writing that it is considering such a change. The Association will have the right to
negotiate such items with the Board, provided that it files such a request with the Board within five
(5) calendar days after receipt of said notice.
B. This agreement shall supersede any rules, regulations or practices of the Board which shall be
contrary to or inconsistent with its terms. The provisions of this Agreement shall be incorporated into
and be considered part of the established policies of the Board.
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C. Any individual arrangement, agreement or contract between the Board and individual teacher,
heretofore executed, shall be subject to and consistent with the terms and conditions of the Agreement
and any individual arrangement, agreement or contract hereafter executed shall be expressly made
subject to and consistent with the terms of this or subsequent agreements to be executed by the parties.
D. If any provision of this agreement or any application of the agreement to any teacher or group
of teachers shall be found contrary to law, then such provision or application shall not be deemed valid
and subsisting except to the extent permitted by law, bu.t all other provisions or applications shall
continue in full force and effect.
E. Copies of this agreement shall be reproduced at the expense of the Board and given to all
teachers now employed or hereafter employed by the Board within two weeks after its execution or
employn\ent if that occurs later.
F. A flu shot will be provided by the school doctor, if requested, at Board expense.
G. l'arent reporting conferences shall be three half-days. Kindergarten teachers shall have four
half-days for scheduled parent conferences. Teachers accept the responsibility of meeting at a mutually
convenient time with tho~e parents unable to attend conference during school time.
H. Continuation of Insurance Program. Upon termination of this agreement for whatever reason
and until a new agreement is negotiated and signed the Board will continue all the insurance coverage
contained herein, with the contribution of both the Board and Teachers, if any, being temporarily
assumed by the Board. When a new agreement is negotiated and signed, the Board will be reimbursed
monies due it by teachers via payroll deduction in no less than four (4) bi-weekly paYroll periods.
I. Any changes in field trip policies will be discussed with the teachers.
J. . School Calendars, commencing with September 1986, will reflect closing for Yom Kippur.
Effective 1994-95 and thereafter the school calendar shall reflect a maximum of 180 instructional days
plus an additional two days to be utilized in accordance with the District's current practices for non-
instructional days unless there is a change in state law regarding instructional time or length of the
school year. .
ARTICLE XXXIII
EXTRA-CURRICULAR AND COACHING
Teacher participation in administratively approved and extra-curricular activities such as clubs,
theatricals, musicals, publications and similar matters shall be compensated in accordance with other
provisions of this agreement and as set forth on the attachments to this agreement.
Teachers shall be compensated for assigned chaperone duties at dances, plays, musicals, sports events
and other school sponsored activities and assigned in adequate numbers. Where crowd control at sports
even~; is necessary, at least one chaperone wiH be assigned. it is understood and agreed that twenty
(20) chaperoning duties during each year of this contract shall be provided by the teachers without any
, compensation. Only those teachers who are members of the HBT
~
chaperone pool shall be assigned a
chaperone duty.
Method of Payment
Staff n\embers assigned to extra-curricular and coaching activities will have the option to receive
payment at the completion of the season or activity or in two separate payments: the first paid after
approximately 50% of service is rendered and the balance to be paid after the activity is finished.
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Extended Season
A coach whose team is engaged in games or activities beyond the regular season relating to play-offs
and championships shall receive extra compensation based on the regular hourly rate and as shown on
the attac=hments to this agreement.
Teachers will be reimbursed for expenses incurred for accompanying a student who is representing the
district at: any special event.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES ON NON-SCHOOL DAY:
Any professional services rendered by a teacher on a non-school day shall be compensated at the rate of
$10.00 per hour, to a maximum of $80.00 per day.
CHAPERONES:
A. The rate of remuneration for teachers serving as chaperones shall be $40.00 per event.
B. Chaperones for overnight experiences on school days shall be compensated at the rate of $60.00
per event:.
C. Chaperones for overnight experiences on non-school days shall be compensated at the rate of
$100.00 per event.
COORDINATORS:
In recognition of professional services rendered, Curriculum Coordinators, if any, will receive $2,300.00
per year above and beyond the regular teachers' salary schedule.
Foreign Language-7-12; Music & Art-K-12; OccEdlTech/Home Ec/Bus-7-12; Computer-K-12;
Math-7-12; SociaIStudies-7-12; Science-7-12; English-7-12; Reading/Language Arts-K-6;
Science/Gifted-K-6; Dropout Prevention-K-12; Activities Coordinator-7-12.
. Prior to October 1st, each Coordinator will work with the Principal to identify and develop objectives
and relate activities for the school year. This plan will include evaluation criteria. The Principal will
schedule a mid-year conference and year end conference to assess progress.
ARTICLE XXXIV
DURATION OF AGREEMENT
The tenn of this agreement shall be from July 1, 1996 to June 30,2000.
HAMPTON BAYS
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION
BY~~ By:President
HAMPTON BAYS BOARD OF EDUCATION
~
Dated this ilday of November, 1996.
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1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00
Step A1 $29,997 $30,297 $30,600 $30,983
Levels 1996-97 1997-98 1998~99 1999-00
A .15 = $4,500 .15 = $4,545 .15 = $4,590 .15 = $4,647
B .125 = $3,750 .125 = $3,787 .125 = $3,825 .125 = $3,873
C .10 = $3,000 .10 = $3,030 .10
=
$3,060 .10 = $3,098
D .075 = $2,250 .075 = $2,272 .075 = $2,295 .075 = $2,324
COACHING STIPENDS
1996-97. 1997-98. 1998-99. 1999-2000
Level A - Football, Wrestling, Basketball
Level B - Field Hockey, Soccer
Level C - Cross Country, Gymnastics, Volleyball, Softball, Baseball, Track, Tennis
Level D - Bowling, Cheering
FORMULA: A - 15.0%-of current HBTA Salary Base (A-1)
B - 12.5% of Base (A-1)
C - 10.0% of Base (A-1)
D - 7.5% of Base (A-1)
Head Varsity Coach - 100% of step
Assistant Varsity/Head JV - 75% of Head Varsity Coach
Assistant JV/Head Junior High
- 70% of Head Varsity Coach
Junior High - 6.0% of Head Varsity Coach
Tier I
Tier II
Tier II
- 1 to 3 years experience
- 4 to 9 years experience + 20% of Tier I
10 plus years experience + 40% of Tier I
All current coaches \~ill be grandfathered at the present higher rate until the new salary generates an
equal or higher scale. At that time, coaches will be placed at their proper salary level according to
the new schedule listed above.
Extended Season
Level A - 1/78th of
Level B - 1/72nd of
Level C - 1/66th of
Level D - 1/60th of
Individual Coaching Stipend
Individual Coaching Stipend
Individual Coaching Stipend
Individual Coaching Stipend
1996-97
Level A TIER I TIER II TIER III
Head Vars $4,500 $5,400 $6,300
Asst Vars/Head JV $3,375 $4,050 $4,725
Asst JV/Head JrHi $3,150 $3,780 $4,410
.JrHi $2,700 $3,240 $3,780
Level B
Head Vars $3,750 $4,500 $5,250
Asst Vars/Head JV $2,813 $3,375 $3,938.
Asst JV/Head JrHi $2,625 $3,150 $3,675
JrHi $2,250 $2,700 $3,150
Level C
Head Vars $3,000 $3,600 $4,200
Asst Vars/Head JV $2,250 $2,700 $3,150
Asst JV/Head JrHi $2,100 $2,520 $2,940
JrHi $1,800 $2,160 $2,520
Level D
Head Vars $2,250 $2,700 $3,150
Asst Vars/Head JV $1,688 $2,025 $2,363
Asst JV/Head JrHi $1,575 $1,890 $2,205
JrHi $1,350 $1,620 $1,890
1997-98
Level A TIER I TIER II .TIER III
Head Vars $4,545 $5,454 $6,363
Asst Vars/Head'JV $3,409 .$4,091 $4,772
Asst JV/Head JrHi $3,182 $3,818 $4,455
JrHi $2,727 $3,272 $3,818
Level B
Head Vars $3,787 $4,544 $5,302
Asst Vars/Head JV $2,840 $3,408 $3,976
Asst JV/Head JrHi $2,651 $3,181 $3,711
JrHi $2,272 $2,726 $3,181
Level C
Head Vars $3,030 $3,636 $4,242
Asst Vars/Head JV $2,273 $2,728 $3,182
Asst JV/Head JrHi $2,121 $2,545 $2,969
JrHi $1,818 $2,182 $2,.545
Level D
Head Vars $2,272 $2,726 $3,181
Asst Vars/Head JV $1,704 $2,045 $2,386
Asst JV/Head JrHi $1,590 $1,908 $2,226
JrHi $1,363 $1,636 $1,908
1998-99
Level A TIER I TIER II TIER III
Head Vars $4,590 $5,508 $6,426
Asst Vars/Head JV $3,443 $4,132 $4,820
Aset JV/Head JrHi $3,213 $3,856 $4,498
JrHi $2,754 $3,305 $3,856
Level B
Head Vars $3,825 $4,590 $5,355
Aest Vare/Head JV $2,869 $3,443 $4,017
Aeet JV/Head JrHi $2,678 $3,214 $3,749
JrHi $2,295 $2,754 $3,213
Level C Tier I Tier II Tier III
Head Vars $3,060 $3,672 $4,284
Aeet Vare/Head JV $2,295 $2,754 $3,213
Aeet JV/Head JrHi $2,142 $2,570 $2,999
JrHi $1,836 $2,203 $2,570
Level D
Head Vare $2,295 $2,754 $3,213
Aset Vare/Head JV $1,721 $2,065 $2,409
Aeet JV/Head JrHi $1,607 $1,928 $2,250
JrHi $1,377 $1,652 $1,928
1999 -200'0
Level A TIER I TIER II TIER III
Head Yare $4,647 $5,576 $6,506
Aeet Yare/Head JV $3,485 $4,182 $4,879
Aeet JV/Head JrHi $3,253 $3,904 $4,554
JrHi $2,788 $3,346 $3,903
Level B
Head Yare $3,873 $4,648 $5,422
Aeet Yare/Head JV $2,905 $3,486 $4,067
Aeet JV/Head JrHi $2,711 $3,253 $3,795
JrHi $2,324 $2,789 $3,254
Level C
Head Yare $3,098 $3,718 $4,337
Aeet Yare/Head JV $2,324 $2,789 $3,254
Asst JV/Head JrHi $2,169 $2,603 $3,037
JrHi $1,859 $2,231 $2,603
Level D
Head Yare $2,324 $2,789 $3,254
Aset Yare/Head JV $1,743 $2,092 $2,440
Aset JV/Head JrHi $1,627 $1,952 $2,278
JrHi '$1,394 $1,673 $1,952
HAMPTON BAYS SCHOOLS CO-CURRICULAR POSITIONS
POSITION 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000
GR.12 Advisor $1,829 $1,874 $1,921 $1,969
GR.11 Advisor 876 898 921 944
GR.10 Advisor 876 898 921 944
GR. 9 Advisor 876 898 921 944
GR. 8 Advisor 876 898 921 944
GR. 7 Advisor 876 898 921 944
Aft.School Det. 1,753 1,797 1,841 1,888
Lit. Magazine 548 562 576 591
Math Club, Sr.Hi. 361 370 379 389
Math Club, Jr.Hi. 187 191 196 201
Mentathlon Advisor 383 393 403 413
Nat'I.Honor Soc., Sr. 328 336 345 353
Nat'I.Honor Society, Jr. 328 336 345 353
Photography Club 361 370 379 389
SADD Coordinator, H.S. 1,643 1,684 1,726 1,769
SADD Coordinator, Jr. Hi 821 842 863 884
Student Council, Sr. 1,424 1,459 1,496 1,533
Student Council, Jr. 1,313 1,346 1,379 1,414
Student Store 1,534 1,573 1,612 1,652
Varsity Club 820 841 862 883
Yearbook 5,037 5, 163 5,292 5,424
Newspaper Advisor 3,285 3,367 3,451 3,538
Central Treasurer - 2,856 2,927 3,000 3,075Student Activities
Music Choral-Fest. 1,040 1,066 1,093 1,120& Ensemble
Mentathlon Coaches $45.67 $46.82 $47.99 $49. 19
Attachment 8
POSITION 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000
Library Evening Hrs. $21.88 $22.43 $22.99 $23.57
Youth Act./Sun. 686 703 720 738
Grading RCT/PCT' $11.66 $11.96 $12.26 $12.56
Elam. Art Show 657 673 690 706
Elem. Hampton Music 361 370 . 379 389
Festival (Vocal)
Elem. Hampton Music 361 370 379 389
Festival (Instrumental)
Elem. Computer Club 361 370 379 389
Elam. After School 1,753 1,797 1,841 1,888
Detention
Cultural Arts Director 1,369 1,404 1,439 1,475
Summer Music Prog.
. 1,713 1,756 1,799 1,844
Phys. Ed. Chair K-12 3,627 3,718 3,811 3,906
Elem. After School 1,369 1,404 1,439 1,475
Elem. Dramatics 821 842 863 884
Production & Music 821 842 863 884
Music & Drama, 2,050 2,101 2,154 2,208
Music 2,050 2, 101 2,154 2,208
Production ....
.256 263 269 276
HAMPTON BAYS SCHOOLS CO-CURRICULARPOSITIONS
BA BA30 BA45 BA60MA MA15 MA30 MA45
1 29,997 32,996 34,497 35,996 37,496 38,996 40,495
2 31,347 34,482 36,048 37,616 39,183 40,751 42,318
3 32,697 35,966 37,601 39,236 40,870 42,505 44,141
4 34,046 37,451 39,153 40,855 42,558 44,260 45,963
5 35,396 38,936 40,706 42,475 44,245 46,015 47,785
6 40,421 42,258 44,095 45,933 47,770 49,607
7 41,905 43,810 45,715 47,620 49,524 51,430
8 43,390 45,363 47,334 49,307 51,279 53,252
'9 44,875 46,915 48,955 50,995 53,034 55,074
10 46,360 48,467 50,575 52,682 54,789 56,896
11 47,845 50,020 52,195 54,369 56,544 58,719
12 49,329 51,572 53,814 56,057 58,299 60,541
13 50,815 53,124 55,434 57,743 60,054 62,363
14 52,299 54,677 57,054 59,431 61,809 64,185
15 53,785 58,239 58,674 61,118 63,563 66,007
Hampton Bays Teachers Salary Schedule 1996-97
Persons eligible for off-step increases are staff members who are
beyond the 15th year.
Longevity: 20th year $750.
25th year 750.
30th year $1000.
BA BA30 BA45 BA60MA MA15 MA30 MA45
1 30,297 33,326 34,842 36,356 37,871 39,386 40,900
2 31,660 34,827 36,408 37,992 39,575 41,159 42,741
3 33,024 36,326 37,977 39,628 41,279 42,930 44,582
4 34,386 37,826 . . 39,545 41 ,264 42,984 44,703 46,423
5 35,750 39,325
." 41,113 42,900 44,687 46,475 48,263
6 40,825 42,681 44,536 46,392 48,248 50,103
7 42,324 44.248 46,172 48,096 50,019 51,944
8 43,824 45,817
.
47,807 49,800 51,792 53,785
9 45,324 47,384 49,445" 51,505 53,564 55,625
10 46,824 48,952 51,081 53,209 55,337 57,465
11 48,323 50,520 52,717 54,913 57,109 59,306
12 49,822 52,088 54,352 56,618 58,882 61,146
13 51,323 ; 53,655 55,988 58,320 . 60,655 62,987
14 52,822 55,224 57,625
"
60,028 62,427 &4,827
15 54,323 58,801 59.261 61 ,729 64,199 68,687
Persons elibible for off-step increases are staff members who are beyond
the 15th step year.
Longevity: 20th year $ 750.
25th year $ 750.
30th year $1000.
..
.
.
Hampton BayS Teachers Salary Schedule 1997-98
SA BA30 . BA45 SA60MA MA15 MA30 MA 4=>
1 30,600 33,659 35,190 38,720 38,250 39,780 41,30!}
2 31,977 35,115 36,772 38,372 39,971 41,571 43,163
3 33,354 36,689 38,357 40,024 41,692 43,359 45,02:3
4 34,730 38,204 39,940 41,677 43,414 45,150 48,88"7
5 36,108 39,718 41,524 43,329 45,134 46,940 48,74'3
6 41.233 43,108 44,981 46,856 48,730 50,80 t
7 42,747 44,690 46,634 48,577 50,519 52,463
8 44,282 46.275 48,285 50,298 52,310 54,323
9 45,777 47,858 49,939 . . 52,020 54,100 58,181
10 47,292 49,442 51,592 53,741 55,890 58,040
11 48,806 51,025 53.244 55,462 57,680 59,89g
12 50,320 52,609 54,896 57,184 59,471 61,757
13 51,836 54,192 56,548 58,903 61,262 63,61 7
14 53,350 55,776 58,201 60,628 63,051 65,475
15 54,866 57,369 59,854 62,346 64,841 67,334
Hampton Bays Teachers Salary Schedule 1998-99
Persons eligible for off-step increases are staff members who are be"ond
the 15th step year.
Longevity: 20th year
25th year
30th year
$ 750.
$ 750.
$1000.
-
BA BA30 BA45 BA 60 MA . MA15 MA30 MA45
1 30,983 34,080 35,630 37,17St 38,728 40,277 41,825
2 32,377 35,615 37,232 38,852 40,471 42,091 43,708
3 33,771 37,148 38,836 40,524 42,213 43,901 45,591
4 35,164 38,682 40,439 42,198 43,957 45,714 47,473
5 38,559 40,214 42,043 43,871 45,698 47,527 49,355
6 41,748 43,647 45,543 47,442 49,339 51,237
7 43,281 45,249 47.217 49,184 51,150 53,119
8 44,815 46,853 48,88e 50,927 52,964 55,002
9 46,349 48,456 50,56~ 52,670 54,776 56,883
10 47,883 50,060 52,237 54,413 56,589 58,766
11 49,416 51,663 53,910 56,155 58,401 60,648
12 50,949 53,267 55,582 57,899 60,214 62,529
13 52,484 54,869 57.255 59,639 62,028 64,412
14 54,017 56,473 58,929 61,386 63,839 66,293
15 55,552 58,086 60,602 63,125 65,652 68,178
Persons eligible for off-step increases are staff members who are beyond
the 15th step year.
.
Longevity: 20th year $ 750.
25th year $ 750.
30th year $1000.
Hampton Bays Teachers Salary Schedule 1999-2000
.,." ~
.
